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Cookie Policy 
 

IRONFX COOKIE POLICY 

 

WHAT ARE COOKIES? 

A cookie is a small text file that is placed on your computer, smartphone or any other device 

you use to access the internet. 

Our website uses cookies to enable us to assess the needs of our users and where appropriate 

tailor our website to improve the user experience.  

Please note that none of the cookies we use on this website, contain personal information, and 

therefore cannot be used to identify you. 

TYPES OF COOKIES 

Our website uses the following cookies:  

Essential cookies 

These are cookies that are necessary for the functionality of our website. They include, for 

example, cookies that enable you to log into secure areas, use a shopping cart or make use of 

e-billing services.  

Analytical/performance cookies 

These cookies allow us to recognise and count the number of visitors and to see how visitors 

navigate around our website. This enables us to improve the way our website works, for 

example, by ensuring that users can locate what they are looking for easily.  

Functionality cookies 

These are cookies which are used to recognise you when you return to our website. This 

allows us to personalise our content for you, greet you by name and remember your 

preferences (for example, your choice of language or region). 

 

Targeting cookies  
 These cookies record your visit to our website, the pages you have visited and the links you 

have followed. We will use this information to tailor our website as well as the advertising 

displayed on it more relevant to your interests. The cookies remember that you have visited a 

website and this information may be shared with third parties such as advertisers for this 

purpose. 

 

Individual cookies 

The tables below provide further detail on the individual cookies that we use and the 

purposes for which we use them. 
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Essential Cookies: 

 

has_js To store information about your preferences, 

allowing us to customise our website and to 

provide you with offers that are targeted at your 

individual interests 

 

frontend_language To store information about your preferences, 

allowing us to customise our website and to 

provide you with offers that are targeted at your 

individual interests 

 

award To store information about your preferences, 

allowing us to customise our website and to 

provide you with offers that are targeted at your 

individual interests 

 

IFSID To store information about your preferences, 

allowing us to customise our website and to 

provide you with offers that are targeted at your 

individual interests 

 

cms_context Personal user settings  

cms_lang Personal user settings  

 

Targeting: 

 

Cookie Purpose More 

information 

id Pages with DoubleClick ads include ad tags that 

instruct browsers to request ad content from the 

DoubleClick ad server. 

doubleclick.net 

_drt_ Pages with DoubleClick ads include ad tags that 

instruct browsers to request ad content from the 

DoubleClick ad server 

doubleclick.net 

 

Analytical/Performance: 

 

PREF Estimate our audience size and usage pattern google.com 

SNID Estimate our audience size and usage pattern google.com 

NID Estimate our audience size and usage pattern google.com 

__utma Estimate our audience size and usage pattern google.com 

__utmb Estimate our audience size and usage pattern google.com 

__utmc Estimate our audience size and usage pattern google.com 

__utmz Estimate our audience size and usage pattern google.com 

__asc Estimate our audience size and usage pattern  

__auc Estimate our audience size and usage pattern  
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Functionality: 

 

loggedName Personal user settings  

loggedEmail Personal user settings  

nav-deposits Personal user settings  

nav-profile Personal user settings  

nav-withdraw Personal user settings  

nav-ironfx-cards Personal user settings  

nav-my-account Personal user settings  

treeDiv1Container-

state 

Personal user settings  

common_iwcs_0 Provide livechat functionality livechatinc.com 

main_window_time

stamp 

Provide livechat functionality livechatinc.com 

main_window_time

stamp_0 

Provide livechat functionality livechatinc.com 

__livechat Provide livechat functionality livechatinc.com 

_livechat_setcookie Provide livechat functionality livechatinc.com 

recent_window Provide livechat functionality livechatinc.com 

3rdparty Provide livechat functionality livechatinc.com 

__lc.visitor_id.****

*** 

Provide livechat functionality livechatinc.com 

lc_window_state Provide livechat functionality livechatinc.com 

 

 

What can I do about cookies? 

 

You can choose to restrict or block cookies through your browser settings. Please note 

however, that cookies help you to navigate the website. If you choose to block or restrict 

cookies on our website this may affect your user experience.  
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